A kind of integral sliding mode surface method is firstly used in the height loop of airship system based on the assumption that the pitch angle control loop is stable. The expected pitch angle signal is caused by the sliding mode surface which is produced by height error .Compared with traditional PID height loop control strategy, this integral sliding mode method has a very quick output response and simulation result shows that the proposed method is also very accurate in the task of tracking of desired height.
Introduction
In recent years, due to its potential application value in military, the airship has attracted the attention of researchers from many countries [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . The height control loop of the airship is based on the complete design of the inner loop , which is also called attitude angle tracking loop. At present, PID control is widely used in the transformation from height command signal to attitude angle, but the main problem of this method is that the parameters need to be set in advance. It is difficult to achieve a set of parameters for all the desired height [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . At the same time, it is difficult to guarantee the rapidness in height control. Based on the above reasons, this paper puts forward a kind of integral sliding mode control method, which can effectively increase the speed and accuracy of the height control due to the introduction of the integral term.
Model Description
Based on the previous work, the pitch channel model of airship can be described as follows:
, M satisfies The definition of ij a see the definition of M in previous work.
Choose the expect value of all states , , , , , u w q x z q are , , , , ,
Use the inverse matrix of M
To make it convenient for reading, some functions can be written as follows Then the system can be written as follows [8] [9] Design the expected value of pitch angle as 
So it is easy to choose proper control gian such that
And according to Lyapunov stable theorem, the system is stable.
Numerical simulation
To testify the rightness of the above method, a numerical simulation is done as follows: choose control parameter as 06
, set The simulation results show that airship can follow the tracks of expected altitude 500s, and the speed of airship is about 25m/s, and the rise time of response of height loop is about 200s, which is very quick for an airship system, so simulation result shows that the height control system is effective and stable.
Conclusion
A kind of integral sliding mode method is firstly used to generate the command signal of pitch angle which can make the height of airship track the desired value. So this novel method is totally different from traditional height control method such as PID method. And the advantage which is showed by the detailed simulation is that the tracking of desired height can be a very big value and the actuator angle can also avoid saturation problem, also the response is very quick and accurate.
